User experiences of an American-adapted moderated online social media platform for first-episode psychosis: Qualitative analysis
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Abstract

Objectives: The current study sought to qualitatively characterize the experiences of American users in a recent open trial of the Horyzons digital platform.

Methods: In total, 20 users on Horyzons USA completed semistructured interviews 12 weeks after their orientation to the platform and addressed questions related to (1) the platform, (2) their online therapist, and (3) the peer workers and community space. A hybrid inductive-deductive coding strategy was used to conduct a thematic analysis of the data (NCT04673851).

Results: The authors identified seven prominent themes that mapped onto the three components of self-determination theory. Features of the platform itself as well as inter- and intra-personal factors supported the autonomous use of Horyzons. Users also reflected that their perceived competence in social settings and in managing mental health was increased by the familiarity, privacy, and perceived safety of the platform and an emphasis on personalized therapeutic content. The behaviors or traits of online therapists as perceived by users and regular contact with peers and peer support specialists satisfied users’ need for relatedness and promoted confidence in social settings. Users also described aspects of Horyzons USA that challenged their satisfaction of autonomy, competence, and relatedness, highlighting potential areas for future iterations of the platform’s content and interface.

Conclusions: Horyzons USA is a promising digital tool that provides young adults with psychosis with the means to access tailored therapy material on demand and a supportive digital community to aid in the recovery process.
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Introduction

Digital interventions supplementing standard care for first episode of psychosis

Each year, about 100,000 adolescents and young adults in the United States experience a first episode of psychosis (FEP).1 Specialized early intervention services for FEP, known as coordinated specialty care (CSC), are effective in symptom reduction, relapse prevention, and improving social functioning through a suite of clinical and peer-led services.2,3 These services, however, may confer benefits
that are not sustained over time.\textsuperscript{4,5} Considering these challenges, digital technology presents novel opportunities for providing young adults with FEP with continued evidence-based recovery support beyond traditional outpatient mental health settings and offers a step-down model across the so-called “critical period.”\textsuperscript{6,7}

The arrival of different formats of digital interventions for FEP (e.g., internet-, mobile phone-, or virtual reality-based applications) has hastened consideration of how such tools can promote “radical change” in early intervention by overcoming barriers to access and delivering individualized treatment.\textsuperscript{8} Prior research indicates that young adults with FEP have a fluency with and desire for technology that is comparable to their peers in the general population, suggesting that the integration of such technology into routine care practices for FEP may be well-received. For example, many young adults with FEP own smartphones and use the internet and social media daily.\textsuperscript{9} Young people with FEP also respond positively to the idea of receiving mental health support online, with many actively seeking information about and support for their mental illness through social media.\textsuperscript{9,10} Furthermore, digital interventions and apps are viewed favorably by young adults with FEP as a destigmatizing strategy that can enhance access and expand the reach of available services.\textsuperscript{8,11} These findings hold promise for the uptake of digital mental health interventions deployed either in isolation or alongside CSC.

\textbf{Adapting Horyzons for an American setting}

Digital interventions that adopt a social media framework may hold appeal for young adults with FEP seeking support for various aspects of social recovery, especially perceived social support, loneliness, and self-efficacy.\textsuperscript{12} Among the available digital interventions for individuals experiencing FEP, the Australian-developed Horyzons platform is unique in this regard. Based on the moderated online social therapy (MOST) model\textsuperscript{13–16} and informed by self-determination theory (SDT),\textsuperscript{17} the Horyzons digital intervention blends interactive therapy material, peer-to-peer social networking, and expert moderation. Therapy content on Horyzons is grounded in cognitive behavioral therapy and mindfulness practice, focusing on several common mental health concerns such as social anxiety, generalized anxiety, depressed mood, and social functioning. A community space, structured much like other social media communication feeds, allows for peer-to-peer networking moderated by peer support specialists (PSS). Both the therapeutic content and the community space are moderated by expert clinicians who monitor activity for safety concerns and tailor therapy material to users’ goals.

Early findings from Australian trials indicate that Horyzons is feasible, safe, acceptable, and beneficial among FEP clients recently discharged from specialized early interventions services.\textsuperscript{18} A recent randomized controlled trial (RCT) conducted in Melbourne, Australia found that Horyzons users were more likely to achieve educational and vocational attainment and less likely to use emergency services than their counterparts receiving treatment as usual (TAU).\textsuperscript{19} A secondary analysis of this RCT indicated that users who maintained engagement with both therapy and social components of the platform experienced greater improvements in social functioning and a greater reduction in negative symptoms when compared to TAU participants or Horyzons users who engaged with the social component only or had low engagement overall.\textsuperscript{20}

Since its development, Horyzons has been implemented outside of Australia including Canada,\textsuperscript{21} the Netherlands,\textsuperscript{22} and the United States. Preliminary findings from an American adaptation of an earlier version of Horyzons USA showed that users (N = 26) reported fewer psychosis-related symptoms, negative emotions, depressive symptoms, and loneliness at the end of a 12-week period of engagement.\textsuperscript{23}

Qualitative studies of Horyzons in Australia and Canada have extended these positive findings while highlighting the nuance of user experience within the Horyzons digital environment. Valentine et al.\textsuperscript{24} reported that some Australian Horyzons users valued the sense of community cultivated on the platform and felt empowered by the peer support they both received and provided. However, others experienced social anxiety, paranoia, or difficulty connecting with the strengths-based framework in Horyzons. Similarly, Lal et al.\textsuperscript{21} described that Canadian Horyzons users found the therapy content relatable and the community space an effective tool for facilitating access to peer support. However, users also reported concerns about privacy or a lack of Canadian-specific content for finding employment, completing education, or post-discharge care coordination. Taken together, these studies provide valuable insight into the experience of Horyzons at the user level across international settings.

\textbf{Objectives}

Following the initial findings of an earlier version of Horyzons in the United States\textsuperscript{23} and in parallel to the Horyzons qualitative studies completed in Australia\textsuperscript{24} and Canada,\textsuperscript{21} the current study sought to qualitatively characterize the experiences of American users in a recent open trial of the Horyzons platform. The results of this study will inform tailoring of future iterations of the Horyzons platform within the United States as well as ongoing implementation efforts that seek to integrate Horyzons into established early intervention services for FEP.

\textbf{Methods}

\textbf{Overview}

Funding for this study was provided by the State of North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services.
Ethical review and approval were provided by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (IRB 19-1709).

**Participants**

Horyzons users consisted of clients \(N = 25\) from four FEP CSC programs in the state of North Carolina: the Outreach and Support Intervention Services (OASIS) clinic in Chapel Hill; Supporting Hope Opportunities Recovery and Empowerment (SHORE) clinic in Wilmington; Wake Encompass clinic in Raleigh; and the Eagle Program in Charlotte. Clients must have met the following inclusion criteria to participate: (a) Between 18 and 35 years of age, (b) diagnosed with schizophrenia spectrum disorder or other psychotic disorder, (c) actively receiving services at one of the four FEP clinics in North Carolina, (d) absence of suicidal ideation in the month prior to enrollment, (e) no psychiatric hospitalizations in the three months prior to enrollment, (f) no changes in psychiatric medications in the month prior to enrollment, and (e) able to access the internet through a phone, tablet, or computer.

**Procedure**

All participants consented verbally over HIPAA-compliant Zoom after in-depth review of the consent form with the research coordinator. This consent process was necessary due to circumstances surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic and a lack of alternative consent processes at the time of study completion. After completing verbal informed consent and an on-boarding procedure (i.e., creation of an individual Horyzons profile), each participant met with one of four expert moderators to whom they were assigned. Expert moderators consisted of two graduate students in clinical psychology, a master’s-level social worker, and a licensed clinical psychologist. Participants met with their assigned expert moderator on a biweekly basis to review progress toward personal goals with the intervention, discuss engagement issues, and receive tailored therapeutic content.

Users also interacted with five PSS from the participating CSC programs in North Carolina who served as peer moderators of the platform’s community space. Peer moderators modeled prosocial behavior in the community space, conducted outreach to encourage engagement with the intervention, and facilitated biweekly synchronous activities (hereafter referred to as “Horyzons Hangs”) using Zoom video conferencing. Some example activities during Horyzons Hangs included: Writing epistolary (letter) poems to themselves, family members, or even to their psychosis; playing a jeopardy-style psychoeducation game; having a “meet the moderator” event where users could ask moderators personal questions. Both expert and peer moderators provided safety oversight of the platform.

Users accessed Horyzons USA for a total period of 12 weeks. Additional details about specific features of the Horyzons platform are provided in Alvarez-Jimenez et al.\textsuperscript{19}

**Data collection**

Of the 25 users enrolled in the intervention, five were lost to follow-up. All individual user interviews \((N = 20)\) were semi-structured and completed at post-treatment (12 weeks after baseline) over HIPAA-compliant Zoom video conferencing. The interview questions were presented to users in three broad categories, including questions addressing (1) the platform, (2) their moderator (sometimes referred to as “online therapist”), and (3) the peer workers and community space (see the Appendix). The interview guide was designed to elicit expressions of specific user experiences across different aspects of the platform in addition to potential suggestions for improvement. Follow-up questions were asked as needed to clarify user responses. All interviews were completed by the first author (ELP) who had a standing relationship with each user as the research coordinator for the trial and who was not involved with moderation activities on the platform. Virtual interviews allowed for direct audio recordings which were later transcribed by undergraduate and graduate research assistants.

**Data analysis**

Quantitative analysis included univariate statistics of users’ sociodemographic background and platform usage. Platform usage was divided into quintiles of engagement corresponding to no usage, very low, low, moderate, and high. Qualitative analysis was completed using Dedoose and Microsoft Excel software programs. This study adopted a hybrid process of inductive and deductive coding guided by a phased approach to reflexive thematic analysis.\textsuperscript{25,26} This study also adopted a primarily essentialist epistemological stance, such that the data were assumed to reflect the lived experiences and reality of participants.

Four coders, including the lead research coordinator (ELP), a clinical psychology graduate student (BJS), and two undergraduate research assistants (RT and KB), were involved with the analysis. All recorded qualitative interviews were first transcribed by research assistants and then reviewed for accuracy by ELP and BJS. Prior to coding, all coders reviewed each transcript for familiarization and reflexively journaled initial impressions. Three transcripts (approximately 15% of the dataset) were randomly sampled for reliability coding. With two of the
randomly sampled transcripts, all coders inductively coded and subsequently met to resolve discrepancies in code application and organization. A preliminary codebook was defined, and the last transcript selected for reliability was inductively coded. Similarities and discrepancies between coders were discussed and the codebook was iteratively updated. Once intercoder reliability was deemed satisfactory by the analyst team, the remaining portion of the dataset was divided for inductive coding. Inductive codes were preliminarily categorized into groups with shared meaning.

Transcripts were then coded deductively by aligning the inductive codes with the three primary components of SDT (i.e., autonomy, competence, relatedness) which underpin the design of the Horyzons intervention. SDT proposes that activities that satisfy basic psychological needs of autonomy, competence, and relatedness are intrinsically motivating, thus fostering high-quality engagement. According to SDT, autonomy reflects individual behavior that is self-determined. The basic need for competence reflects that individuals are more likely to engage in a behavior if they feel in control of an outcome that will promote feelings of self-mastery and self-efficacy. Intrinsic motivation is additionally more likely to develop in environments that promote relatedness, described as interpersonal security in feeling as if one belongs and is connected to others. Thus, the coders sought to understand how these three components were satisfied within Horyzons USA and in turn how users experienced them.

Through weekly team meetings, hybrid inductive-deductive codes were categorized into groups with shared meaning and then organized into broad themes. Once a final thematic map was developed, the coding team defined and named the seven principal themes which emerged from the analysis (see Figure 1). Participants’ quintiles of engagement in the therapy and community components were finally mapped onto their coded feedback to examine the concordance between quantitative usage and self-reported experience of the Horyzons platform.

**Results**

**Participant characteristics**

Users were, on average, 25 years old (range = 18–37) and a majority identified as male (76%) and white (63%). A sizable portion of the sample identified as Black or African American (21%). Most users had some college education or higher (76%). Users most often had a diagnosis of schizophrenia (36%), carried a diagnosis of a psychotic spectrum disorder for a median number of 4 years (range = 1–14), and had a median number of 2 hospitalizations across a lifetime (range = 0–5). Additional sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of users are provided in Table 1.

**Platform engagement**

We observed considerable diversity in engagement with the platform. The sample was divided into relatively equal subsets across the engagement quintiles for therapy and community space usage. Nearly half (48%) of all users engaged with the therapy content at moderate to high levels, while the majority (52%) engaged at lower rates or less. Similar proportions of engagement were observed for the community. See Table 2 for additional details on quintiles of user engagement with the platform. A participant-level breakdown of engagement quintiles can be found in the Supplemental materials.

**User experiences with Horyzons USA**

We identified seven prominent themes nested within the three components of SDT in user experiences of Horyzons USA. Table 3 outlines each component, theme, and theme description. Figure 1 illustrates the thematic map used in this study.
Autonomy: Issues of control in the digital environment

“I could space it out and come back to it when I needed to.” Users reported that certain programmatic features of the platform helped to promote a sense of personal autonomy, while other features (or lack thereof) sometimes hindered this feeling.

For some users, the act of sharing whenever they felt the need provided a feeling of constant support through their mental health experiences. Users were able to apply autonomy in choosing how they wanted to use Horyzons USA:

“Horyzons is great for just throwing out very quick, succinct thoughts about what’s going on in my life and how they relate to my plans for my mental health.” (116; very low therapy usage, low community usage)

“What I also liked was a lot of people were venting. I was able to like kind of decide whether not to respond or just kind of leave them be, but also just understand where they were coming from.” (107; no therapy usage, low community usage)

One user likened the availability of support provided by Horyzons USA to the support one’s own parent would provide. For example, the platform offers consistent
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(continued)
support that is available for the user when and how they need it. Users can access the platform at their own discretion:

“This is your support if you ever need anything. Like almost like a mother to you. Is what that is. I felt like Horyzons, it was meant just for you and it was like this is for you. “ (112; very low therapy usage, very low community usage)

“Definitely offers a safer alternative to doing that because in-person right now is a little risky with the pandemic. Certainly the convenience of being able to talk to anyone who is in that group anywhere, that’s another really easy one. I would also say maybe, just being able to sort of put things out there right when they hit my mind – I could just be like ‘Hey I’m just thinking about that’ and open up Horyzons and post about it.” (116; very low therapy usage, low community usage)

Autonomy was also reflected in users’ navigation of the therapy material. One user expressed appreciation that they could take the material at their own pace. Although another user found it difficult to connect with certain therapy activities on Horyzons USA, they valued that the content could be easily tailored to meet their individual goals.

Table 2. Quintiles of engagement across therapeutic and community spaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Therapy usage</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None (0)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very low (1–2)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (3–6)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate (7–11)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (12–63)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community usage</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None (0)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very low (1–4)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (5–20)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate (21–44)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (45–229)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Theme names and descriptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-determination theory component</th>
<th>Theme name</th>
<th>Theme description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>“I could space it out and come back to it when I needed to”</td>
<td>Experiences of autonomy through programmatic features of the platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“It seemed like a little bit of pressure”</td>
<td>How intra- and interpersonal components of the intervention impacted autonomy within users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>“It felt like it was a lot safer and helped me a lot more than Facebook”</td>
<td>The familiarity, privacy, and perceived safety of the platform facilitates social competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy × Competence</td>
<td>“I feel they expressed things that, like, applied to me”</td>
<td>Personalized therapy content can build competence by capitalizing on autonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatedness</td>
<td>“There’s someone that will ... always listen to your problems”</td>
<td>Certain interpersonal behaviors and traits of online therapists both allow for and enhance meaningful social connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“All of the people on there have had the same experience”</td>
<td>Shared lived experiences of peers and peer specialists facilitated a sense of community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence × Relatedness</td>
<td>“You can kind of see how much you relate to everybody else ... and there was a learning aspect to it at the same time”</td>
<td>Horyzons Hangs promoted social competence through the comfort of shared experiences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“I could space it out and come back to it when I needed to. You didn’t have to do it all at one time. I thought that was helpful.” (103; moderate therapy usage, high community usage)

“Well at first it just seemed like random journeys was like thrown at me … and then I talked to my therapist and she helped me find mindfulness journey and that one helped with me.” (123; moderate therapy usage, low community usage)

In contrast, some found that certain features of the platform’s interface limited their ability to move autonomously in the digital environment. Several users indicated that logging into the platform through a browser rather than an app posed a problem for their autonomous use of Horyzons and that they would have accessed Horyzons USA more frequently if there was an easier and quicker digital option to do so:

“So if there was a mobile app, that probably would have been a lot better where I could directly click on it and like everything is at the touch of a button nowadays.” (107; no therapy usage, low community usage)

This limitation restricted users in how they could access the platform, therefore making the support of Horyzons USA seem harder to reach. Another user mentioned not having an app was the largest barrier for using the platform due to their busy schedule:

“The biggest thing was just that I had to get on my computer to access it like fully. And I’ll be more on my phone than on my computer. It’s just like for class stuff. But that was the biggest thing that held me back.” (110; high therapy usage, low community usage)

“It seemed like a little bit of pressure.” Certain intra- and interpersonal elements of Horyzons USA impacted users’ sense of autonomy in different ways.

Some users struggled with forgetting to log on or having other obligations distract them from accessing Horyzons USA:

“Sometimes it just kind of got away from me as far as actually logging on.” (106; high therapy usage, low community usage)

“Pretty much entirely the demands of my job. It’s basically a 32-hour workweek so… For me personally that is a big jump from a zero-hour workweek. Reacclimating to that… Horyzons has been on the backburner a little bit. I still try to post there when I can but not as much as I would have liked.” (116; very low therapy usage, low community usage)

“What held me back was school and work.” (123; moderate therapy usage, low community usage)

Moderators communicated with users periodically about platform use and potential engagements, focusing especially on individuals who were not accessing Horyzons USA regularly. Some users appreciated these reminders and found that they helped facilitate their choice to engage with the platform:

“I think it’s valuable because you kind of realize that you’re connected in that way. Like if she wasn’t kind of reminding me or like checking back in with me, I might have been on Horyzons less.” (103; moderate therapy usage, high community usage)

Others felt that these reminders limited their autonomy in choosing when and how to interact with the platform:

“But if he were to say hey if you did the journeys in Horyzons they would help you out a little bit more like … If he didn’t give it to me, it seemed like a little bit of pressure. Like hey kind of get on the site.” (112; very low therapy usage, very low community usage)

Additionally, one user expressed concern about the focus of the platform, as he primarily wanted to connect with other users but felt that this was deemphasized when compared to promotion of the therapy material:

“It feels like to me that the journeys are like the primary focus on Horyzons. And I feel like for me personally I’d rather get to know people better first than to like hey here are journeys, you should go do those instead of like hey meet these cool people, they’re on the website first. They’ll help you out.” (112; very low therapy usage, very low community usage)

Feeling limited in the type of content shared on the community space of the platform was also reported. Tensions between respecting autonomy and adhering to community guidelines for appropriate use of Horyzons USA were reflected in one user’s frustration with the PSS when sharing content about personal topics:

“They would say things that I’ve heard a million times before and it made me feel like my opinion was less valid because I haven’t gone through what they’ve gone through. Or that when I spoke of supernatural stuff it was like oh everyone thinks about stuff that way and you shouldn’t be worried. I just felt like there was a
disconnect... I couldn’t say whatever I wanted... I think they understood me. There’s just that... to them my opinion wasn’t as valid.” (105; high therapy usage, low community usage)

“...it’s like a lower barrier of entry. You don’t have to go meet up with a stranger, you can just type a comment and have a conversation...” (120; no therapy usage, moderate community usage)

“it was a lot safer and helped me a lot more than Facebook.” The form and delivery of the intervention reduced barriers to accessing the platform. Specifically, familiarity with technology and comfort with social media allowed users to feel more comfortable and confident when using the site. Users made several connections between Horyzons USA and various social media platforms, including Instagram, GroupMe, Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit. As young adults, many users reported enjoying the platform because it reminded them of the social media forms, including Instagram, GroupMe, Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit. As young adults, many users reported enjoying the platform because it reminded them of the social media platforms they already use. Nevertheless, Horyzons USA stood apart from other social media platforms for its perceived safety and privacy - qualities which accentuated positive gains in social recovery:

“It felt like it was a lot safer and helped me a lot more than Facebook.” The form and delivery of the intervention reduced barriers to accessing the platform. Specifically, familiarity with technology and comfort with social media allowed users to feel more comfortable and confident when using the site. Users made several connections between Horyzons USA and various social media platforms, including Instagram, GroupMe, Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit. As young adults, many users reported enjoying the platform because it reminded them of the social media platforms they already use. Nevertheless, Horyzons USA stood apart from other social media platforms for its perceived safety and privacy - qualities which accentuated positive gains in social recovery:

“It was very much like other social media. I would log in, post something about something I was doing at the time, I might post pictures of something that I thought was really cool... and I would appreciate the replies.” (116; very low therapy usage, low community usage)

“I thought it was very similar to almost like Facebook. And I liked that a lot about it. But it felt like it was a lot safer and helped me a lot more than Facebook.” (101; high therapy usage, high community usage)

“I think the platform was very user friendly and safe for people who have experienced you know anything with mental illness or mental health. It felt like it was a warm environment.” (114; high therapy usage, high community usage)

“...I think meeting people digitally is less stressful for me than meeting people in-person.” (125; low therapy usage, moderate community usage)

“I just feel like when you’re in person it’s more like you know like instant feedback, instant reactions to people. And you can kind of gauge body language more. But you know virtually, you don’t really... can’t really see how other people are reacting to what you’re saying.” (110; high therapy usage, low community usage)

“Competence: Digital facilitators of mastery

“...It took me a little while to figure out the whole... like reacting to their posts. Or like posting a comment to their post. I thought I was doing alright but I don’t know. I messed something up at some point. But I figured it out eventually.” (106; high therapy usage, low community usage)

“Users reported that posts made in the community cultivated a space that reflected their own experiences and identities which, in turn, made them feel more comfortable and self-confident engaging with others:

“I guess seeing everyone post things and maybe posting something that I shared a similar experience with. And then just kind of getting in the...just getting used to posting stuff and liking stuff and it just became really easy.” (101; high therapy usage, high community usage)

However, not all users were initially comfortable and competent navigating the Horyzons USA digital environment. Although eventually they were able to troubleshoot, one user described difficulty utilizing various features of the community space to interact with others.

“Well, connecting digitally on the phone you can see... like over the phone you can hear their voice and you can see how they say things and their tone and stuff like that. Digitally and over the media... you can’t tell their tone or like... sometimes you can’t tell if they are happy unless they use exclamation marks or stuff like that and you can’t hear them say it. And sometimes the connection is better over phone or in-person.” (123; moderate therapy usage, low community usage)

This familiarity, as well as the features of the community space itself (e.g., reactions), cultivated an environment where individuals felt more comfortable interacting with others. Specifically, Horyzons USA appeared to facilitate communication that might be more difficult for users during face-to-face social interactions:

“I think meeting people digitally is less stressful for me than meeting people in-person.” (125; low therapy usage, moderate community usage)

“I just feel like when you’re in person it’s more like you know like instant feedback, instant reactions to people. And you can kind of gauge body language more. But you know virtually, you don’t really... can’t really see how other people are reacting to what you’re saying.” (110; high therapy usage, low community usage)
Frustration not only stemmed from the challenges of the platform itself, but also from the online community. Some users reflected that there was limited client-to-client exchange in the community space throughout the open trial. Since PSS posted more during times of relative inactivity among client users in the community space, some felt that this dynamic did not promote an environment which felt natural or conducive to enhancing mastery in social settings:

“It would be nice to see 100% posts and replies coming from clients. Just personally I like things to be as organic as possible.” (116; very low therapy usage, low community usage)

“I would think it’d improve it if the people who were using it were to like interact with you and more people. So like there’d be more people posting on the newsfeed because I feel like most of the posts were made by like the peer support people. So it kind of felt like you weren’t so much interacting with like you know other people like you. More like peer support people… I could definitely see it being even more helpful if you know like the community was even larger.” (110; high therapy usage, low community usage)

The lack of private one-on-one communication between users was also identified as a shortcoming of the Horyzons USA platform, which, according to one user, additionally diminished the range of social experiences that they were able to practice:

“I thought it would be a lot more like social media. It was definitely a social media, but it wasn’t like your typical social media in terms of like how you were able to interact and comment and DM and things of that nature. So it didn’t feel as social as a typical social media.” (107; no therapy usage, low community usage)

Promoting competence through autonomy: “I feel they expressed things that, like, applied to me.” Several users felt that the therapy material on Horyzons USA provided flexibility through personalization–through individual choice, platform algorithms, and suggestions from moderators–that allowed for increased sense of competence in certain coping skills:

“There were like other options that you could choose if you weren’t happy with the journey you were doing at that particular time. I felt like there was a lot of flexibility… there was like some mindfulness and like some meditations that I looked… different meditations and stuff. Those were helpful.” (103; moderate therapy usage, high community usage)

Although MOST platforms are not designed to replace in-person receipt of services, users nevertheless found that it was a helpful supplement to leverage as desired. Users identified available support on Horyzons USA with an increased ability to work through and manage difficult situations:

“Well, because at first I was dealing with my anxiety. And it was the anxiety journey that I had to do. And I think that helped me cope with my anxiety. So now I think I’m doing better with my anxiety. And it was a social journey that I was doing. And that helped me stop being antisocial.” (102; moderate therapy usage, high community usage)

“If I was going through something and didn’t have my therapist on hand or someone else I could lean to, it was a nice little addition to have to like help me with my psychosis or like give me pointers as to help me through a certain phase or something.” (112; very low therapy usage, very low community usage)

Unfortunately, not all users found a journey or activity that best fit their social and mental health needs. Some users struggled with finding something that applied to the areas they wanted to focus on, or even found that the content altogether did not interest them:

“My biggest challenge was like finding journeys that fit me.” (123; moderate therapy usage, low community usage)

“The content wasn’t as funny as I thought it would be. So I didn’t think it would be something that would make my day more enjoyable.” (105; high therapy usage, low community usage)

**Relatedness: Making the digital connection**

“There’s someone there that … will always listen to your problems.” Users noted that certain interpersonal behaviors and traits of their assigned moderator facilitated opportunities for meaningful social connection.

Some found that moderator support was helpful when listening to their concerns and guiding use of the platform:

“[She] listens to my problems. [She] helps me set goals.” (109; high therapy usage, high community usage)

“I feel like [their] presence just allowed networking to be easier.” (107; no therapy usage, moderate community usage)

“I think it is just the general flow of the meetings. Just being very like, ‘what are some stuff that you are curious about
working on? Would doing these journeys or interacting with Horyzons in this way accommodate that need to improve? How do you feel about getting started on that?” I feel like it was very empowering…” (116; very low therapy usage, low community usage)

Others were primarily interested in their ability to connect with their moderators through similar interests and relatability:

“I think we enjoyed each other’s company and we had similar interests. Like sports and you know. He’s from like areas where I have family. So it was just... We kind of just had a lot in common.” (114; high therapy usage, high community usage)

“He actually... on our second call he pointed out that he watched a couple hip hop documentaries. So I thought that was like an attempt to relate. And I appreciated it.” (107; no therapy usage, low community usage)

In general, users felt that their moderators’ genuine interest in their personal experiences and growth allowed for improvement in their relationships over time:

“By the first call it was like ‘oh who is this guy.’ But by the second call he had already made it clear that like he was just interested in my growth. And it continued to be that way so it improved.” (107; no therapy usage, low community usage)

“He like seemed to care a lot about who I was as a person and what I go through.” (112; very low therapy usage, very low community usage)

Users were asked about the potential of replacing or supplementing moderator-user relationships with an automated chatbot feature. While a couple of users expressed that a chatbot would be a great way to share their feelings unencumbered by social conventions, most felt that a chatbot simply could not compare to the person-to-person interactions they gained from their moderator:

“The thing about chatbots is that they’re impersonal which is a con. But at the same time you feel a little bit more comfortable telling your thoughts to a wall in your own room sometimes because you’re not comfortable with the response people might give you. So at the same time it’s also impersonal which is a pro.” (107; no therapy usage, low community usage)

“I think that would also be helpful. I think personally maybe like both would be helpful. Like an online therapist and a bot. Like it kind of reminds you like of what you need to be doing on the site. Like maybe the bot could check in once a week or once every few days and then the therapist could be like every two weeks. Just to kind of keep you on track.” (103; moderate therapy usage, high community usage)

“I kind of liked the online therapist. So yeah, I would stick with that, not really a chatbot. Cause I liked talking to a person that tries to get to know me and stuff like that.” (123; moderate therapy usage, low community usage)

“All of the people on there have had the same experience.” The PSS also had a significant impact on users. Users mentioned how PSS helped them stay active on the site through attentive commenting and reacting to posts on the community page:

“I think [peer support specialist] in particular... Her and I like... We chatted very frequently. And she asked me like questions about like just day-to-day things and like stuff that I was going through at the time. I think that was helpful because you could see that they’re actually pretty invested in your well-being. And your activity on the site.” (103; moderate therapy usage, high community usage)

“You know I would say it was good that the peer support workers were on top of it and were always active in the community online and making people feel better.” (114; high therapy usage, high community usage)

“One of the peer workers reached out to me and we started becoming... I don’t know if you can really be friends with peer workers but we started talking and... If we made a post all the peer workers would comment and that made me feel like I was really listened to. And that people really have an interest in what I was posting. All the peer workers were very, very nice.” (109; high therapy usage, high community usage)

Similarly, interacting with other users on the community page allowed individuals to enhance their sense of belonging by building social connections through recognition of similar lived experiences of psychosis:

“It is a closed, safe environment and all of the people on there have had the same experience.” (120; no therapy usage, moderate community usage)

“...a good opportunity just to interact with other people that have similar struggles to what I have.” (103; moderate therapy usage, high community usage)
“Well there is certainly the idea that… I don’t want to say exclusivity because it makes it sound super exclusive but there is definitely the idea that it is built for a specific group of people in a specific place in their lives that are dealing with a specific thing. And that is certainly not a bad thing. I think it is very good thing because it allows us to have an almost natural icebreaker the moment we get in there because we all know that at least somewhat that we have something in common. So, with that in mind, that is a good thing… but it is definitely vastly different from random strangers asking to follow you on Twitter because you made some post that they like.” (116; very low therapy usage, low community usage)

Promoting competence through relatedness: “You can kind of see how much you relate to everybody else … and there was a learning aspect to it at the same time.” Several users identified the value of bi-weekly “Horyzons Hangs” meetings in terms of the bond and sense of community forged among those who participated. However, for some, the benefit of these meetings extended beyond the promotion of relatedness. The social component of Horyzons Hangs fostered a host of learning experiences that reinforced aspects of the therapy content on Horyzons and normalized living with symptoms of psychosis which, in turn, facilitated self-efficacy:

“Yeah I think the community aspect and also the meet up that I did with everybody else on… I think that was over Zoom. That was really helpful. It was cool to like play a game with everybody else and kind of hear about their personal experiences and kind of… There was a learning aspect to it at the same time.” (103; moderate therapy usage, high community usage)

“…there was a lot of things on there that we discussed like maintaining relationships, anxiety, and just different things like that… we talked about their problems as far as what their mental disorders were. It was nice seeing other people that were going through the same things that I’m going through.” (124; moderate therapy usage, very low community usage)

“Especially the game that we played… Like you can kind of see how much you relate to everybody else.” (103; moderate therapy usage, high community usage)

Discussion

Primary findings

The authors identified seven prominent themes of user experiences with Horyzons USA which were subsequently mapped onto the three primary components of SDT: Autonomy, competence, and relatedness. Some themes crossed into multiple SDT components. Users identified (1) features of the platform itself as well as (2) inter- and intra-personal factors which either supported or interrupted autonomous use of Horyzons. Users felt their competence in social spaces as well as their competence in managing mental health was increased respectively by the (3) familiarity, privacy, and perceived safety of the platform and (4) an emphasis on personalized therapeutic content. Users’ sense of relatedness was fostered by (5) the behaviors or traits of online therapists or (6) recognition of shared experiences with peers/PSS. This sense of community was harnessed by bi-weekly virtual get-togethers to (7) promote further confidence in social settings through the comfort of shared experiences.

Consistent with prior qualitative studies of digital mental health interventions, we found that many users valued the autonomy and choice with which they could utilize the Horyzons USA platform. In this study, users underscored a variety of features associated with the digital platform itself which promoted self-determined use of the intervention’s various components. For example, some users valued that they could complete the therapy material at their own pace, request tailored therapy material from their moderator, or decide whether or how to engage their peers in the platform’s social network. Users who commented on these features further expressed their autonomy directly through engagement with the platform, presenting in usage groups across the spectrum in both therapy and community space metrics. Nevertheless, we found that several factors associated with the platform’s interface or features of the moderation may have curtailed users’ autonomous navigation of Horyzons USA. Several users desired an app version of the platform, with some indicating that the primary method of logging into the platform (i.e., Internet browser on computer or smartphone) limited the extent to which they used Horyzons USA. Furthermore, although some users appreciated reminders from their assigned online therapist to interact with the platform during periods of disengagement, others reported feeling pressured by such contact. Emphasis placed on completion of therapy material by the online therapist during regular check-ins may have similarly diminished users’ sense of autonomy in choosing how often to use the platform. Those who mentioned these barriers to autonomy tended to have low or very low community usage, yet a range of usage levels within the therapeutic content. It is possible that these barriers may have diminished engagement with the community space over and above decisions of whether or not to engage with the therapeutic aspect of the platform.

While prior research suggests that digital interventions which integrate live human support are more effective than unsupported, self-guided digital programs, varied experiences of autonomy in this study suggest that digital interventions may be most successful when experiences
are personalized rather than a one-size-fits-all model. Providing users with a larger range of choices in digital reminders, access, and therapeutic content may promote stronger overall engagement in future cohorts. Future use of MOST platforms should continue to evaluate whether components of the platform’s interface (i.e., unsupported digital features or human-to-human interaction) facilitate perceived autonomy support.

In this study, we found that users endorsed varying levels of competence using the social space of the platform. Consistent with past qualitative studies of Horyzons, many users drew parallels and distinctions between Horyzons USA and other forms of social media. While such similarities appeared to lower the barrier of access to the Horyzons platform and conferred a level of “digital mastery,” we found that components unique to MOST platforms, such as the private social network, particularly resonated with some young persons. Users who detailed these aspects of the community space tended to have moderate to high engagement metrics with that aspect of the platform, while those who mentioned struggling in the digital environment tended towards low or very low community usage. The finding that a safe, digital space encouraged some users to feel confident navigating social situations, which may be otherwise difficult to manage in face-to-face contexts, holds promise for digital interventions like Horyzons USA to address prevalent challenges in FEP with social anxiety and general social functioning.

However, this finding is tempered by feedback from users who felt that the digital space of Horyzons USA, by design, limited certain types of cues (e.g., tone, body language) that are helpful for gauging social interactions. This finding rings particularly true for individuals who endorse heightened social anxiety. Future development of MOST moderation protocol should consider the extent to which the use of nonverbal social cues (e.g., emojis) by online therapists and peer specialists can impact the development of a user’s social mastery in a digital space. Focus on feedback from those with low community space engagement may provide insight into potential areas for improvement.

Due to the closed nature of the platform, the privacy of the community space also resulted in only a handful of users posting on a regular basis, leading to more frequent posts by PSS. Users reported mixed sentiments about increased activity from PSS, with a few in the low community space engagement group mentioning that they would have preferred a larger number of people on the platform so that PSS did not have to post on the newsfeed so often. Although users in this study were not directly asked about experiences of social media-related social anxiety, it is possible that ambiguous social cues, compounded by a reticence to post on the social network, might have interrupted attempts to foster social mastery for some young persons.

With respect to the platform’s therapy material and in a theme that blended SDT elements of autonomy and competence, we found that some users experienced a mismatch between their current mental health needs or interests and the therapy pathway or “journey” content suggested to them through the platform algorithm. Though generally accurate in determining appropriate and beneficial content, the platform is unable to use clinical judgment to assign journeys to each user. This discrepancy was often solved through a user’s moderator, who was able to personalize the content within a journey or even switch the user to a new journey altogether. Even with personalization, however, we found that not every user was satisfied with the therapeutic content available on Horyzons USA. This does not seem to limit use of therapeutic content, however, as those individuals most vocal about struggling to find modules they liked nevertheless showed moderate to high engagement with the therapy aspect of the platform. Future use of Horyzons USA may benefit from a wider range of activities, including new content areas and activity types that continue to advance and change based on user requests.

We found that users described a variety of factors that promoted a sense of relatedness, especially among users with shared lived experiences, such as the PSS or peers in the social network. Relatedness in general seemed to have no clear connection with usage of therapeutic content on the platform, as individuals expressing similar thematic experiences exhibited a wide range of engagement metrics within the activities completed. Despite occasional dissatisfaction with the moderation approach, users reflected that a stance of unconditional positive regard by their online therapist (e.g., genuine expression of interest, acceptance, and empathy towards the user) encouraged feelings of continuous support. Consistent with recent commentaries, the notion of supplementing or replacing online therapists with an artificially-intelligent tool like a chatbot garnered mixed feedback and most users commented on the importance of having live, human support available. Specifically, they described the presence and support of live therapists facilitated users’ sense of relatedness on Horyzons USA. We also found that the availability of peer support on the platform played a critical role in fostering a sense of community among users who faced “similar struggles,” creating a more engaging social environment through which users felt better able to express themselves openly compared to more traditional forms of social media. These findings are consistent with prior research on digital interventions for FEP suggesting some users may be more inclined to seek certain types of support from peers rather than a trained clinician. Users who expressed the strongest bonds with peers tended towards high community engagement, emphasizing the importance of these unique relationships. While we did not explicitly ask users about their preferences consulting with a peer worker versus an online therapist, the positive reception of online therapists
and peer specialists in the current study provides evidence for continued use of two complementary, but distinct, types of support in digital environments.

Finally, a novel feature of the Horyzons USA implementation effort, “Horyzons Hangs,” comprised a theme integrating competence and relatedness among users. On a biweekly basis, Horyzons users met virtually via videoconferencing. These virtual hangouts provided an opportunity for users to build community and practice social skills in a low-stakes environment. Users who shared their personal experiences of Horyzons Hangs tended to engage with the platform at moderate to high levels overall, suggesting potential benefits of forming personal relationships with platform users outside of the platform itself. Considering the novelty of integrating Horyzons Hangs as a feature of MOST platforms, future research should continue to evaluate factors that facilitate or hinder the extent of a user’s engagement with synchronous social events conducted remotely as part of a digital intervention. Of note, Horyzons USA was implemented in the context of the global COVID-19 pandemic, which precluded many persons from engaging socially in person for health and safety reasons. Considering the significant impact of the pandemic on social isolation and loneliness among persons with and without mental health conditions, facilitating access to platforms such as Horyzons USA may foster a sense of community, support, and belonging for individuals at increased risk during precarious times.

Limitations

Prior qualitative research examining the implementation of Horyzons in Australia revealed social media anxiety among FEP users. Although Americans who participated in this trial did not express social media anxiety during qualitative interviews, this may reflect a limitation of the interview guide, as it did not specifically address the potential concern of overwhelming peers with mental health content or pressure to post/react to messages displayed on the community page. Future research of Horyzons USA should be deliberate in evaluating the effect of social media-related social anxiety on user engagement with digital interventions. Another limitation of the present study is that our engagement metrics do not account for potential “lurking” in the therapy or community spaces, i.e., passive visits to the platform without active interaction. Given this, it is possible that the engagement quintiles underestimate the extent of participant involvement in Horyzons. We acknowledge several other limitations of the current study, including a short intervention period and a relatively small sample size of users who were recruited from CSC programs and may not be representative of most young persons experiencing FEP.

Conclusions

Although Horyzons has been implemented at a number of CSC clinics in the United States, this is the first study to collect and comprehensively evaluate qualitative interviews about American user’s experience using the platform. User experiences with Horyzons USA were variable, as is reflected in qualitative reports of experiences. Notably, Horyzons USA is a “warm environment” that promotes a low barrier of entry through understood shared experiences and moderation of the social and therapeutic platform. In addition, Horyzons Hangs provides a safe and interactive space for users to strengthen social skills in real-time with the support and guidance of peers. Future iterations of the platform will benefit from expanding the number of users involved in the platform and determining which users might benefit most from participation. The authors hope to continue learning from the valuable insights and lived experiences shared by FEP users involved in Horyzons USA.
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**Appendix. Interview guide used by the first author to guide participant questioning.**

**The Platform**

1. Why did you decide to join Horyzons? What were your goals for using the platform?
2. How engaged or motivated were you to use the platform?
   (a) Inactive users: What held you back?
   (b) Active users: What motivated you to login and engage more?
3. What did you like most about Horyzons? What did you find most helpful?
4. What did you like least about Horyzons? What was your biggest challenge in Horyzons or using it?
5. Do you feel that the overall goals of the Horyzons platform were aligned with your personal goals and that Horyzons provided you with relevant tasks to meet your goals?
   (a) If yes: What made you feel this way?
   (b) If no: What got in the way? What could have been different?
6. For you personally, what do you think are the most important differences between connecting with others digitally or virtually versus other forms of interactions (e.g., in person, over the phone)?
7. Do you use other forms of social media (e.g., facebook, Instagram)?
   (a) If yes: How similar was Horyzons to your social media platforms?
      (i) What else did you notice?
      (ii) What was the most different?
      (iii) In what way (positive or negative)?
   (b) If no: (i.e., they don’t use other social media platforms): What prompted you to join Horyzons?
      (i) Tell me more about that.
8. What suggestions would you make to improve Horyzons?

**Online therapist**

1. How would you describe your relationship with your online therapist on Horyzons?
   (a) How was this relationship similar to or different from your face-to-face therapist?
   (b) Did your relationship with your online therapist improve/decline/stay the same during your time on Horyzons? In what ways?
2. What kind of support did you receive from your online therapist?
3. What kind of support would you liked to have received from your online therapist, but did not?
4. How often did you meet with your online therapist?
   (a) In your opinion, what is the ideal number of times or frequency meeting with an online therapist on a platform like Horyzons?
   (b) How did the way you met with your online therapist (i.e., on Zoom, by phone, or a mix) affect your relationship with them, good and/or bad?
5. Do you feel like you and your online therapist were compatible, meaning you liked, respected, and trusted each other and felt a common purpose?
   (a) If yes: What did your online therapist do which made you feel this way?
   (b) If no: What got in the way? What could have been different?
6. In your opinion, what is valuable about having an online therapist on a program like Horyzons?
   (a) What would you change about the online therapist role?
   (b) Would it be easier for you to engage with a chatbot or a non-human avatar instead of an online therapist? Why or why not?
Peer workers and community space

1. What was your relationship like with the peer workers on the community page?
   (a) Was there anything different about the relationship you had with the peer workers versus the online therapists? What contributed to that?

2. What kind of support did you receive from the peer workers on the community space?

3. What kind of support would you liked to have received from the peer workers, but did not?

4. How easy or difficult was it for you to interact with other users on the community space? What made it that way?

5. Did you feel supported by other users on Horyzons? If not, what kind of support would you like to have received from other users?